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Charles, Malloch-Brown Out To Hijack
G20 Summit for Global Warming Genocide
by Marcia Merry Baker
March 13—With less than three weeks to go before the
Group of 20 Summit in London on April 2, a frenzy of
deployments is underway from Whitehall, led by British G20 Envoy, Lord Mark Malloch-Brown; HRH
Charles, the Prince of Darkness; and other notables, including Tony Blair. Their assigned mission is to hijack
the G20 agenda, by wrecking any potential effective
deliberation to restore nations and economies, and instead make way for green fascism. Malloch-Brown,
Foreign Office Secretary for Asia, Africa and the United
Nations, is conducting a whirlwind round of meetings,
from Russia to Indonesia. Charles, Prince of Wales, is
on a ten-day, 16,000 mile junket in South America,
speaking on his specialty, eco-fascism.
Meantime, a phalanx of British figures streamed
into Washington, D.C., in early March, led by Blair
himself, to lay down orders that a carbon-free world is
the main issue in the world policy crisis. A special British government website, www.Londonsummit.gov.uk,
now provides daily news updates and a world map
showing which countries are coming in line, and which
not. You are invited to, “Ask a Minister” questions
about the G20 meeting, to join in a blog, and to hold
events.
“The Road to the London Summit,” featured on the
website, is the title of a 75-page policy document released Feb. 18 by Prime Minister Gordon Brown, which
gives the approved fairy-tale explanation of today’s
worldwide financial crisis (the U.S. subprime mortgage
practices did it), and Brutish-approved proposals for
the G20 agenda.
The gist of their hyper-campaign is just a bait-andswitch ploy on policy. Yes, there is a world financial/
economic crisis that requires international collaboration, so let us have world leadership meetings; but, we
insist that global warming must be accepted as the principal danger to the world, and we will order what action
you have to take. First, commit to “carbon reduction”
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green measures to destroy what remains of your nation
and its industry, agriculture, and infrastructure. Second,
commit to huge monetary support and compliance with
the IMF, World Bank, Financial Stability Forum, and
more globalization, imposed with a pretense of “reform”
and “regulation,” plus a show of handouts to the poor,
called Mlilennium Development. Kiss your nation
good-bye, and prepare for genocide.
These commitments should be seen as the “building
blocks for a global deal,” as “The Road to the London
Summit” states, and Gordon Brown proclaims it to be.
So, whatever happens at the April 2 Summit, the purpose of the frantic Brutish countdown drive is to herd
nations into the Brutes’ eco-fascist agenda. Chancellor
of the Exchequer Alistair Darling said, in his March 10
press conference, featured on the London Summit website: “We should not expect to achieve complete consensus overnight, but we can start to build that consensus.”
However, although the G20 Summit is not the be-all
occasion for final policy determination, the current
period is an all-important time in which actions must be
taken to stop and reverse the collapse, or Dark Age
doom is assured.

LaRouche: Stop Kissing British Rump!
The powers that give the orders to Charles, Malloch-Brown, et al., are especially focused on forcing
President Obama into line. The London Summit website even runs headlines declaring this as accomplished
fact. “US and UK urge twin action to boost economic
growth and reform banks at London Summit,” was its
banner headline March 12. The reference is to U.S.
Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner’s March 12 statement
of willingness to provide $100 billion towards a $500
billion new IMF emergency credit line, and take other
measures, exactly according to the Brutish “Global
Deal,” jot-and-tittle. The $100 billion would be 10
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times more than the current U.S. commitment to
the IMF.
Brown’s “Road to the London Summit” demands a “strengthened role for the IMF.” The
Prime Minister raised this at his meeting with
President Obama March 3; Malloch-Brown is
pressing the IMF issue with many other nations,
the latest being Russia, on March 12. Nevertheless, as of mid-month, Obama has indicated that
he does not favor making definite commitments
at the April 2 Summit.
Geithner will be meeting with counterpart finance ministers, central bankers, and others of
the Group of 20 in south England the weekend of
March 13-14, in preparation for the Summit.
Lyndon LaRouche denounced Geithner’s
stupidity on following Brown. He said March
12, “Geithner, you screwed up again. You are too
intelligent to make stupid decisions. . . . Stop
kissing British rump!”
LaRouche will address an international webcast on March 21 on the topic: “War Against the
British Empire!” (http://larouchepac.com)

Charles, Prince of Darkness
Enter the Prince of Wales, who has been
cleared for Brutish international deployment,
despite the fact that he is so loopy that there is
consideration to by-pass him for the succession
to the throne. Charles is on a full-dress tour in
Valter Campanato/ABr
South America, March 8-17, visiting Chile,
Prince Charles arriving at the Palace of the Plateau in Brasilia, for a
Brazil, and Ecuador, making the point at every meeting with President Lula da Silva on March 11, 2009. HRH Chicken
stop, that the financial economic crisis is “noth- Little told Brazil that the sky is falling. The “old industrial model” is
ing,” compared with the extremity of man-made history. There must be “a low-carbon economy” in less that 100 months,
climate change. He told a meeting of business or there will be “catastrophic climate change.”
leaders in Rio de Janeiro March 12 that, “The
global recession is far worse than any seen for generaespecially the Amazon Rainforest, as well as the Galations. . . . [But] any difficulties which the world faces
pagos Islands.
today will be as nothing compared to the full effects
The Prince’s program and proposals are neo-British
which global warming will have on the world-wide
East India Company decrees for what specific nations
economy.” He delivers a Chicken-Little warning that,
may be permitted to do, or not to do, with their own resource base—all in the name of saving the planet. His
“We have less than 100 months to alter our behavior
foremost proposal is for the world rainforests. In 2007,
before we risk catastrophic climate change, and the unimaginable horrors that would bring.”
Charles had set up for him, the “Prince’s Rain Forest
He met March 9 with Chilean President Michelle
Project.” In November 2008, he was sent to the rain
Bachelet, March 10 with Brazilian President Luiz
forests of Indonesia and Borneo, where he held forth that
Inacio da Silva, and is scheduled to meet President
the rainforests there are the world’s “greatest public utility” for carbon capture, to keep the Earth from overheatRafael Correa of Ecuador. Between meetings and
ing. So under Charles’ green proposal: the rich nations
speeches, he is visiting selected “eco-protection” sites,
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should pay an “annual utility
bill” to fund these eco-systems,
just the way that a householder
pays for gas, electric, and water.
He calls for privatized eco-funding—meaning control—to be
arranged. However, using the
latest preferred jargon, he refers
to it as “leveraged” funding, to
avoid the stigma now attached
to privatization, public/private
partnering (also called “tieups”), or P3s.
The targeted rainforest nations, for their side of the deal,
must agree to hands-off their The “Prince’s Rainforests Project” was set up, in 2007, to back Charles’ neo-colonial
own land. Charles said, “rainfor- campaign to withdraw large land areas—in Southeast Asia, Central Africa, and the
est nations would provide eco- Amazon—from sovereign government control. This web page (www.
princesrainforestsproject.org) shows the South America focus. The excuse is to protect
services such as carbon storage, “indigenous tribes,” biodiversity, and diminish global warming, etc.
freshwater and the protection of
bio-diversity,” and forgo any use
able energy technologies, which are inherently incapaof their forest lands for agriculture, industry, infrastructure, transportation. Nothing.
ble of sustaining the already declining living standard
Charles spelled out in boring detail, his Rain Forest
of a population, already being devastated by the greatest breakdown crisis since the 14th Century.
Project plan for the Amazon, in his March 12 speech in
Moreover, this genocide program is not simply anRio de Janeiro. “In essence, we are proposing a way to
other of Charles’ idiosyncrasies. It is the policy of the
leverage private capital into Rainforest Nations. The
British Foreign Office, on behalf of the private Angloidea is simple. Investors (and perhaps pension funds
Dutch-Saudi imperium mobilizing to stay on top of the
and insurance companies) would buy a bond that is underwritten by developed countries. The proceeds from
heap as the world goes down.
the sale of the bond would be spent helping Rainforest
Fruitcakes for Fascism?
Nations develop their economies without destroying
If policy weren’t a life-and-death matter right now,
their forests, mainly through new low-carbon development strategies designed to end poverty while keeping
the Prince’s South American tour would be simply a
the forests standing. . . . The developed countries backthigh-slapper. It’s ludicrous. He is travelling with his
ing the bonds could cover their liabilities for repayment
wife, Camilla Parker Bowles, and a personal retinue of
in 10 or 15 years through, for example, the allocation of
14, on his private A319 Airbus jetliner. In response to
emissions-trading auction receipts or through green inadvance criticism of how his 16,000-mile flight plan
vestment strategies that simultaneously raise returns
will result in 332 tons of carbon emissions, he announced that he has bought carbon off-sets.
from, for example, renewable energy technologies.”
The royal pair have staged photo-ops doing such
Translation: Prince Charles’ program is a call for
things as observing scantily dresssed women in a Bragenocide. In the underdeveloped sector he proposes to
zilian favela (impoverished slum) doing the samba, the
prevent industrial development, and to return current
native dance. Charles recalled his experience of 30
agricultural areas in so-called rainforest nations to forests, thus reducing agricultural production and fosteryears ago on a visit to Brazil when “I danced the samba
ing mass starvation in a world already suffering from a
with a semi-nude girl, in a rather rudimentary way.
massive food shortage
Might I again be invited [to do the same] and should I
In the developed sector, he proposes to replace highaccept the challenge?” he asked. Brazilian dailies all
technology industrial production with so-called renewhave the video on their websites, showing Charles’
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in the Daily Mail on March 10,
Ernst said, “Prince Charles and
his advisers seem to deliberately ignore science, and prefer
to rely on make-believe and superstition.”
The cry has gone up about
Charles in the home press: Who
let this nut loose to intervene in
world affairs?

Malloch-Brown, Tony
Blair on Parade
However, the very same
“Global Deal” for genocide,
backed by Charles in his fatwit
style, is being heavily pushed
by others in the G20 London
Summit campaign, especially
Lord Mark-Malloch Brown,
“The London Summit 2009” website of the British government (www.londonsummit.gov.
known as the Hon. Lurid Maluk), is part of its crash deployment to hijack the agenda of the Group of 20 April 2 meeting
loch-Brown, and by Tony Blair,
on the world economic crisis. Shown is its map page, giving global updates in the name of
“balanced debate,” as the Empire determines it.
former Prime Minister, as well
as Prime Minister Gordon
dancing adventure of 30 years ago, with what they deBrown. Lurid Brown is serving as official British Envoy
scribe as a “semi-nude mulata.” His speechifying has
to the Group of 20 Summit. “We are all over the map at
won him the epithet, the “Lord High Elocutioner.” He
this moment,” he said in Moscow March 12.
and his travelling court are perfect material for a modern
Malloch Brown’s junketing has included Asia in
Gilbert and Sullivan opera.
February—Japan, China, South Korea, and Indonesia;
In recent years, Charles has been kept off the world
Argentina the same month; Brazil on Feb. 12-13; Saudi
stage for just this reason—to play down his fruitcake
Arabia March 7; and elsewhere.
aristocrat personality, besides for more strategic reaHis message, apart from customized threats and
sons. But now, with the Brutish Empire throwing evinducements to various nations, is that of “The Road
erything into the fray, Charles is back in prominence.
to the London Summit,” taken in any order: 1) “Stabilize” world markets—meaning fund and obey the IMF
This means the lid has popped up on the Pandora’s Box
and other designated supra-national entities, with
of all his many screwball projects—food, health care,
multi-billions to hyperinflate and crash the world; 2)
agriculture, as well as his claim to understand climate
put up a pretense of “reforms;” and 3) inflict green
“science” and business.
programs to undermine economic capacity, and deMidway through Charles’ South American trip, an
stroy nations.
“herbal de-tox tincture,” marketed by his company,
Blair was lead hit man in the British Invasion of
Duchy Originals, has become a laughing stock back
Washington, D.C. the week of March 2. He opened the
home. Made from dandelions and artichokes, a few
March 3 symposium, “U.S. Climate Action: A Global
drops a day are supposed to cleanse the body. The pricey
Economic Perspective,” convened by Sens. Jeff Binga
product is “outright quackery,” according to whistleman (D-N.M.), John McCain (R-Ariz.), Olympia
blower Edzard Ernst, professor of complementary medicine at Peninsula University. The same can be said of
Snowe (R-Maine), and Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.).
many other so-called “pure,” “organic” items produced
Blair said that the U.S. must start implementing antiby the company Charles founded in 1990. As reported
global warming policies in the next few months, which
10
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of insane anti-infrastructure
medical care proposals, in the
name of his Loony Tunes ideas
of “mind, body, spirit” wellness (for the lords of the
manor).
The intervention came in
the form of his foundation,
named the “Prince’s Foundation for Integrated Health,”
co-funding a Washington,
D.C. summit Feb. 25-27 at
the Institute of Medicine, on
new “models” of inner health
and “integrative” care, being
pushed for adoption in the
This Detox Artichoke and Dandelion Tincture, sold by the Prince’s own company Duchy
U.S. as alternatives to reOriginals, made headlines for “outright quackery” while Charles was in Brazil on his ecobuilding
the physical delivery
genocide tour. Physicians reported that it does none of the body-cleansing it claims to. So,
system
for
medical treatment
why does this royal quack, who knows nothing about medicine, claim to know anything about
climate science?
and public health.
Charles personally sent a
can then send a signal for the world to do likewise. A
letter to the 600-person event, which was obtusely
chorus of Brits joined him on this occasion, including
titled, “Summit on Integrative Medicine and the Health
Ed Miliband, British Minister for Energy and Climate
of the Public Agenda.” The official post-event press release stated, “Calling attention to the fact that health
Change. They hit other events throughout the week. On
care issues are facing the world everywhere, represenMarch 3 came Gordon Brown’s visit to the White
tatives from the Prince’s Foundation for Integrated
House, which infuriated London when President Obama
Health in the U.K., added their voice to the call for
refused to bow and scrape. Brown addressed a joint session of Congress March 4.
reform. A letter from HRH The Prince of Wales to
Sir Nicholas Stern laid it on thick at the climate
Summit participants urged both nations to support the
event: “The U.S. has a real opportunity to take a lead [in
creation of a health care system that places a greater
carbon reduction], given the creativity of its entrepreemphasis on treating humans as whole beings—mind,
neurs and its technical talents.” Stern in 2006 authored
body, spirit—and on prevention, as well as the cure of
the report, “The Economics of Climate Change: The
illness and disease.” By “mind, body. spirit,” Charles is
Stern Review,” which was used two years ago to bludreferring to eating well, being well-off, and generally
geon the incoming Democratic-majority Congress to
living an elite, mindless, immoral life.
fall in line with insane green economic policy, about
Charlie’s organization was formed in 1993. It puts
taxing carbon emissions, cap-and-trade plans, etc.
out pseudo-studies arguing that the U.K. National
The March 3 Climate Action event was co-funded
Health Service can save money by paying for “alternative” treatments. It issues public tracts, such as one
by the institution Stern chairs, the Grantham Research
titled, “Complementary Health Care: A Guide for PaInstitute on Climate Change and the Environment at the
tients.” The fact that the Prince’s foundation is putting
London School of Economics.
out falsehoods and misleading guidelines is the topic of
Charles’ Rx to Obama on Health Care
a book published in Britain last year, Trick or TreatPrince Charles, too, was in on the Washington Invament? Alternative Medicine on Trial, by Edzard Ernst
sion. In the countdown to the March 5 White House
and Simon Singh.
Summit on Health Care “Reform,” named as a top conmarciabaker@larouchepub.com
cern by President Obama, Charles intervened on behalf
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